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Abstract: The article deals with the modified Dijkstra’s
algorithm of searching the shortest routes between all transport
nodes of the road-transport network, which allows presenting
the transport problem in the classical matrix form. This makes it
possible to apply each of the known methods of optimal
transport plans to solve it. The object of study is the transport
process of freight transportation on the transport network by
routes of international transport corridors. The purpose of the
work is to improve the methods of solving the problems of
finding the shortest routes on the transport network, including
sections of international transport corridors. The research
method is the analysis and modeling of freight transportation on
road networks. The modified Dijkstra’s algorithm of finding the
shortest paths between all nodes of the road-transport network
was work out, which allows to represent the transport problem
in the classical matrix form, i.e. in the form of a table of
connections. This makes it possible to apply each of the known
methods of constructing optimal plans of cargo transportation
in the table of connections. The software complex based on the
developed algorithm was designed in the algorithmic language
Delphi, which was tested on the example of a transport problem
set in the form of a road network, as well as complex testing and
debugging of a computer system to support decision-making on
the optimization of freight traffic on Ukrainian and Western
Europe transport systems.
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1. Introduction
The strategic task of the scientific and technical policy in the field of the state transport industry
is it’s reaching the world level in terms of technical parameters and services quality provided by
transport. In this regard, the urgent priority in this direction is to expand scientific research on the
problems of creation of advanced technologies for the rational organization of freight transportation,
the formation and functioning of an efficient transport system, the development of innovative control
systems using modern information technologies.
The development of an efficient organization of cargo delivery consistency with all parts of the
transport process caused a great deal of theoretical and experimental research on various issues of the
development of transport systems.
The relevance of research is determined by the need to increase the efficiency of cargo
transportation in international traffic by developing and implementing models, methods and software
for the process of rational organization of international cargo transportation routes of international
transport corridors.
The geographical position of Ukraine determines its importance for the European Transport
System in determining the optimal ways of transportation of goods and passengers. Shortest routes
from Western Europe to the Caucasus, Central Asia, Iran, and Afghanistan; from Central and Northern
Europe to the ports of the Black Sea, the Middle East countries pass through the territory of Ukraine.
Ukraine has an extensive network of highways (total length of highways in Ukraine is 172.4 thousand
km), one of the most powerful in Europe railway network (length of railways in Ukraine is 22.3
thousand km), which organically connects with Europe through Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania,
Moldova, Bulgaria and cover the sea and river ports of the Black Sea - Azov basin (Prokudin, 2006,
p.156).
The concept "Creation and functioning of the national network of international transport
corridors in Ukraine" (Resolution No. 821 of the Cabinet of Ministers of 04.08.1997) was developed on
the basis of the principles of international transport policy adopted in European co-authorship, which
include: political aspects, social progress, commercial aspects, tariff policy, organization of
transportations, development of infrastructure and service, crossing of state borders, technical and
technological problems caused by liberalization and harmonization of transport about the market,
environmental requirements and job security and more.
Integration of Ukraine into the international transport system involves adherence to existing
transport corridors and new areas of MTK, namely:
‒ continuation of corridors No. 3 and the direction Europe – Asia is Frankfurt – Krakow – Kyiv –
Almaty;
‒ continuation of the corridor No. 5: Lviv – Rivne – Cernay – Minsk;
‒ continuation of the Baltic-Black sea: Gdansk – Warsaw – Kovel – Odesa;
‒ continuation of the direction North-South: Kharkiv – Poltava – Kirovograd – Odesa;
‒ extension of the Eurasian transport corridor (UTC): Odesa – Tbilisi (Yerevan) – Baku –
Ashgabat;
‒ the continuation of the project black sea economic cooperation (BSEC) in Ankara – Yerevan –
Tbilisi (Baku) – Rostov-on-don – Donetsk – Odesa (Chisinau) – Bucharest (Tirana) – Dimitrovgrad
(Athens) – Istanbul.
Increasing the role of freight transport service international cargo, strengthening the role of
forwarding activities in the formation of supply and demand has fundamentally changed the concept
of the transport market. On the other hand, the creation of a single international transport and
logistics system and the geographical position of the transport space as MTK requires separate
analysis of work management of transport hubs coordination and interaction of transport, impact of
scientific and technological progress on transport. The process of the formation of the international
transportation system is not complete. Moreover, the final solution of several problems of transport
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and the development of new technologies will be realized only at the turn of the first quarter of the XXI
century.

2. Review of publications
Many scientific works in the field of transport systems, logistics and operations research are
devoted to solving the problems of increasing the efficiency of internationally cargo transportation.
The main characteristics of road networks include: maximum flow on the network and the shortest
distances on the network (Aulin et al., 2019; 2020; Prokudin, 2006, p.156). To solve the problem of
optimization of the transport network, it is necessary to be able to reduce the network representation
of the transport problem to a matrix form for which there is a practical mathematical apparatus of
transportation optimization (Prokudin, 2018, p.16).
Existing solving methods of maximum flow on a transport network problem are convenient to
use for the flat network only (Lashenykh, 2006, p.203). The above algorithm for "maximum flow"
allows optimizing the solution of the problem, but does not take into account the features of transport
networks (Teodorovic, 2016, p. 31). One needs to extend the method to solve the problem with
optimization of transport networks with and without network bandwidth restrictions.
In the process of functioning of different components of transport systems, there is a constant
need to solve problems related to their work as queuing systems of different types of requirements.
This is due to the fact that their purpose, as a rule, is to serve various consumers of transport services
(orders). Therefore, solving the problems of analysis and optimization of modes of operation of
different links of transport systems is quite relevant and is able to significantly improve the efficiency
of transport use in various sectors of the economy (Cormen, 2006, р.656).
The operation of individual components of transport systems (TS) is considered in this case as a
set of sequentially connected inbound flows of service requirements (vehicles, passengers, etc.),
service channels (checkpoints, service stations, etc.) and outbound flows of requirements after service
(Knight, 2014, p.24).
The variety of applications of queuing theory determines the growing interest in it, and the
complexity of emerging problems does not allow to obtain comprehensive solutions based on
analytical methods, even with the numerical implementation of the latter (Cancela, 2015, p.21). In
such situations, it is compulsory to use simulation modeling, which is an indispensable tool for
analyzing the operational and many other characteristics and parameters of the systems under study.
A promising area of research is the use of modern computer information technology in simulation
modeling in relation to transportation queuing systems (Pu, 2016, p.263).
Implementations of the process of queuing system operation (QSO) are modeled on a computer
using a series of random or pseudorandom quantities. The averaging of the simulation results by the
time of model operation or by the number of process realizations allows the mathematical statistics
methods to obtain the desired system characteristics.
A QSO simulation model is a model that shows how the system behaves and how its state will
change over time with the specified flow of requirements coming to the system inputs. Requirements
Input Flow Parameters are external QSO parameters. The initial parameters are values that
characterize the properties of the system and the quality of its functioning. Simulation modeling
allows you to investigate QMS with different types of input streams and different intensities of system
requirements, as well as different discipline of service requirements (Singh, 2016, p.163).
Today, in the software world, GPSSW (General Purpose Simulation System World) is the most
powerful and versatile simulation environment for professional modeling of a wide variety of
processes and systems (Wu, 2014, p.55). This system is intended for modeling of discrete, mainly QMS
and continuous systems. It is a very effective simulation tool, independent of the limitations of
analytical and numerical methods, sufficiently "transparent", which allows for non-standard data
processing and eliminates many non-trivial problems of programming and debugging models (Zou,
2016, p.53).
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3. Research methods
The current state of the economy of the advanced countries of the world is currently not
possible without a correspondingly high level of development of their transport systems, intended,
first of all, to meet the needs of the national economy of these countries, in the economic
transportation of passengers and cargo. In addition, there is a tendency of the world economy for
transnational penetration and integration (Kavita, 2014, p.222), which puts additional demands on the
transport system (TS) for sharing different modes of transport and, as a consequence, increasing the
efficiency of transportation different cargoes using international transport corridors. Let's try to
present the transport process of all modes of transport that are included in international transport
corridors, namely - road, rail and water, which includes sea and river in the form of a generalized
model of multimodal freight transportation (Semenov, 2004, p.41).
The presentation of multimodal freight transport in the form of a mathematical model allows us
to analyze the use of different modes of transport. Suppose we have a number of transport nodes (TN)
connected by appropriate transport communications (for vehicles of Ukraine and Western Europe the
number of TN is 794)( Lashenyh, 2016, 42) . A necessary condition for a TN membership in this set is
the presence of roads connecting it to a common transportation system. And in TN can be located
either railway stations (r/s), or water ports (w/p) or their various combinations, which can be
represented graphically in the form of the following 4 types: – TN without r / s, w / p - 1 type (set M1
includes 156 TVs);
- TN in which the r / s - 2 type is located (the set M2 includes 520 TVs);
- TN, in which the w/ p- - 3 type is located (the set M3 includes 75 TVs);
- TN, in which are located with r/ s and w/p - 4 type (set M4 includes 43 TVs);
and we have the following relation:

M

M i , i  1, 4 ,

where M is the set of all TN.
It should also be noted that multimodal transport of goods between TN can be carried out either
using one or more modes of transport. And in the latter case, the most often combined transportation
by road and some other mode of transport to implement the technology "door to door".
The following methods were used in order to achieve this goal: improvement of the methods for
solving the maximum flow problems and the methods of finding the shortest distances on the
transport network.

4. Research results
Mathematical programming algorithms for transport network design have been developed that
allow finding optimal routes. But these algorithms do not take into account the large number of
intermediate points in the transport network. The proposed transport characteristics in the multiplex
system are suitable for optimization but do not allow calculating the shortest paths in the case of a
large number of intermediate points (Zakharov, 2014, p.49).
The transport problem is represented equally in matrix and network forms by purpose.
However, sometimes it is more convenient to solve a network problem in matrix form. But these
methods need to be improved in order to solve complex network transport problems using oriented
graphs (Bekmagambetov, 2012, p.28).
Overall, the problem of effective control of the process of international freight transportation is
that the existing methods do not fully take into account the specific features of their implementation
and, as a consequence, no unified approach to defining methods was developed.
The object of research of this article is the process of international freight transportation in
transport systems on routes of international transport corridors (Srour, 2016, p.42).
Let’s consider the transport system (TS) of Ukraine and Western Europe, which includes 602
transport nodes, settlements (S), which are connected by appropriate transport communications. A
necessary condition for belonging of S to this set is the presence of roads combining this S in general
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TS. And railway stations (RS), water ports (WP) or their various combinations can be located in the S.
Combined ports can be classified as follows:
 88 – S without RS and WP – ( М1 set);
 389 – S, which are provided only with RS – (М2 set);
 91 – S, which are provided only with WP – (М3 set);
 34 – S, which are provided both RS and WP – (М4 set),
and we have the following relation
M  M i , i  1, 4 ,

(1)

where М is a set of all S.
Based on the fact that transportation between settlements can be carried out either using one
mode of transport or by several modes, we have the following options for transportation of goods
(Prokudin, 2016, p.127):
1) transportation by road is carried out from the supplier of any type to the consumer of any
type, i.e. according to the following scheme:
S 1  4 of type  S 1  4 of type
and is equal to:
K1  2! CM2 

 ( M  1)! CMM 1

transportation combinations;

(2)

Note: The sign  indicates the process of transportation;
2) transportation by rail assumes that a supplier and a consumer of cargo are provided with
RS and is carried out according to the next scheme:
S 2, 4 of type  S 2, 4 of type
and is equal to: K 2  2! CM2  M  3! CM3  M   (M 2  M 4  1)! CMM MM 1 transportation combinations;
(3)
2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

3) transportation by water means assuming the providing of a supplier and a consumer of
goods WP and carried out according to the following scheme:
S 3, 4 type  S 3, 4 type and is equal to:
(4)
K3  2! CM2  M  3! CM3  M   ( M 3  M 4  1)! CMM MM 1 transportation combinations;
3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

4) transportation first by road and then by water means the movement of cargo first from the
supplier of any type of motor transport to the closest to WP and then by water transport to
the consumer of goods having the WP and are carried out according to the following
scheme: S 1  4 type  S 3, 4 type  S 3, 4 type
and is equal to:
(5)
K 4  K1  K 3 transportation combinations;
5) transportation by water first, and then by motor vehicles assume the movement of cargo
first from the S of the supplier having WP to the nearest to the S of the consumer of the
cargo WP and then by motor transport to the S of any type and are carried out according to
the following scheme: S 3, 4 type  S 3, 4 type  S 1  4 type
and is equal to:
(6)
K 5  K 3  K1 transportation combinations;
6) transportation first by road, after water transport, and then again by road modes of
transport assume the movement of cargo by road first from the supplier of any type to the
nearest WP, after the water transport to the nearest consumer of cargo S, and then by
vehicles to the goods consumer of any type, and are carried out according to the following
scheme: S 1  4 type  S 3, 4 type  S 3, 4 type  S 1  4 type
and is equal to:
(7)
K 6  K1  K 3  K1 transportation combinations;
7) transportation, first by road and then by rail, involves the movement of cargo, first from the
supplier of any type of vehicle to the nearest railway station and then by rail to the consumer of goods
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with RS and then by rail to the freight consumer provided by RS and carried out according to the
following scheme: S 1  4 type  S 2, 4 type  S 2, 4 type
and is equal to:
(8)
K 7  K1  K 2 transportation combinations;
8) transportation by rail first, and then by vehicles, imply the movement of cargo first from S of
the supplier provided with RS with the railway transport to the nearest S consumer of the cargo with
RS and then by vehicles to the S consumer of the cargo of any type and carried out according to the
following scheme: S 2, 4 type  S 2, 4 type  S 1  4 type
and is equal to:
(9)
K 8  K 2  K1 transportation combinations;
9) transportation first by road, after railway, and then again by road modes of transport, assume
the movement of cargo by road first from the supplier of any type to the nearest to him RS, after the
railway to the nearest cargo customer with RS and then to goods consumer by vehicle of any type, and
are carried out according to the following scheme: S 1  4 type  S 2, 4 type  S 2, 4 type  S 1  4 type
and is equal to:
(10)
K 9  K1  K 2  K1 transportation combinations.
Proceeding from the above the total number of freight combinations will be:
9

K   Ki

(11)

(i  1,9).

i 1

It should be noted that these transportations may be made necessarily by the shortest route
through several intermediate (transit) S. The indicators of the quality of transportation are the time or
cost of their completion. Note that the transport process at such initial formulation can be carried out
in the following four ways (Prokudin, 2018, p.16):
I way – transportation is carried out by one type of transport (1, 2 and 3 variants of
transportation) directly from the supplier of cargo to its consumer;
II way – transportation is carried out first by vehicles from the transport node of the supplier of
cargo to the nearest transport node having the appropriate transport node, and then to the consumer
of that cargo by the appropriate mode of transport having the corresponding transport node (4 and 7
variants of transportation);
III way – transportation is carried out first by means of the appropriate mode of transport from
the supplier of cargo to the nearest consumer of that cargo of the respective transport node, and then
to the consumer by vehicle (5 and 8 variants of transportation);
IV way – transportation is carried out first by means of road transport from the supplier of cargo
to the nearest transport node, then by the appropriate mode of transport to the transport node nearest
to the consumer, and by road transport at the end of way (6 and 9 variants of transportation).
There are a couple of things to note about the transportation methods above:
- the shortest routes may be through S for all modes of transportation of goods, in which the
same cargo is required;
- transportation of cargoes can be carried out through several intermediate S for all modes
which have stocks of these cargoes;
- several types of cargo can be transported simultaneously in all ways;
- additional restrictions of the transport process are the capacity of transport nodes and
highways (Prokudin, 2016, p.132).

4. Discussion
Lets consider the model of optimization of freight transportation by routes of international
transport corridors on a specific example of a transport network (TN), which includes seven S, which
are interconnected by route communications with the distances indicated on them (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Transport network
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The routes of two conditional international transport corridors (ITC) – ITC1 and ITC2 are also
presented in Figs.1. ITC1 is aqueous, as evidenced by the symbol v in its name, and ITC2a is the road
and ITCg rail sections of ITC2. To simplify the model the distances of the ITC sections were
corresponded to the distances of the TN sections.
The database (DB) includes 8 files: G_d – an array of RS (6 RP), which is indispensable condition
for their presence in the N_p array; Marsh_gd – array of sections of railways (5 sections); N_p – array
of S lying on motorways (7 S) and Marsh_avto – array of sections of motorways (14 sections); V_p – an
array of river and seaports (5 RP), which is also a prerequisite for their presence in the N_p array;
Marsh_voda – array of sections of sections of waterways (4 sections); ITC1v is an ITC array of water
sections (2 sections) that are added to the Marsh_voda array and ITC2a is ITC array of rail sections (2
sections) that are also added to the Marsh_gd array and an automotive section array (4 sections) that
are included in the N_ array
File N_p:

File Marsh_avto:
Kod
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Naim
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

Kol_g
5000
16500
9000
2800
34500
56700
990000

Kod
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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I_N
М-1
М-1
М-1
М-1
Е-1
Е-1
Е-1
Р-1
Р-2
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5

P_O
S3
S1
S6
S4
S3
S2
S6
S3
S3
S1
S1
S2
S4
S2

P_N
S1
S6
S4
S5
S2
S6
S5
S5
S7
S5
S2
S7
S7
S4

L
50
20
20
90
90
30
70
140
110
110
30
20
40
30
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File G_d:

File Marsh_gd:
Kod
1
2
3
4
5
6

N_P
S1
S3
S4
S6
S5
S2

Kod
1
2
3
4
5

Kol_g
5000
9000
2800
56700
34500
16500

File V_p:

P_O
S3
S1
S6
S5
S6

P_N
S1
S6
S4
S6
S2

L
40
20
20
70
30

File Marsh_voda:
Kod
1
2
3
4
5

N_P
S2
S3
S4
S1
S5

Klass
2
2
2
1
1

Kod
1
2
3
4

File MTK1:
Kod
1
2

I_N
Z-1
Z-2
Z-3
Z-4
Z-5

I_N
P-1
P-2
M-1
M-2

P_O
S3
S2
S5
S1

P_N
S2
S4
S1
S2

I_N
М5-6
М6-2
М6-1
М6-4
М2-7

P_O
S5
S6
S6
S6
S2

P_N
S6
S2
S1
S4
S7

L
90
30
110
30

File MTK2:
I_N
М5-1
М1-2

P_O
S5
S1

P_N
S1
S2

V
110
30

Kod
1
2
3
4
5

A
70
30
20
20
20

G
70
30

A matrix of direct links of all S of the analyzed TN will appear on the screen after launching the
software-optimization complex of transportation optimization (SOCTO) on the transport system of
Ukraine and Western Europe, and testing procedure of transformation of DB of transport modes in the
matrix of transport correspondences (Prokudin, 2016, 56).
It should be noted that first, the matrix is symmetric due to the non-orientation of the TN, and
second, if the settlements do not have direct transport links then the distance between them is
determined to be greater than each of the available distances on the TN.
Then the procedure of searching the optimal routes of freight transportation on the TN starts to
find the most favorable (in our case in terms of cost of transportation) combinations of different
modes of transport and to form an appropriate optimal route of freight transportation (Prokudin,
2018, 52) Let's consider this procedure step by step, and first consider the array of records mas_min:
Array (Prokudin, 2016, 57) of min_str, which has the record min_str of the following structure:
Type min_str = Record
cel : Real;
sttr : String;
End;
This set of records consisting of three elements by the number of modes of transport, during the
operation of the SOCTO is filled with a minimum cost of transportation of 1 ton of cargo from the
current point of supply to the point of consumption (field cel) and the corresponding value of the route
of transport (field sttr):
mas_min[1].cel :=
mas_min[2].cel :=
mas_min[3].cel :=

voda;
gd;
avto;

mas_min[1].sttr := sttr_voda;
mas_min[2].sttr := sttr_gd;
mas_min[3].sttr := sttr_avto.

For our example, the contents of the mas_min array will be as follows:
for the supplier S 7 and for the customer S 3:
mas_min[1].cel := 134.00;
mas_min[1].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 UAH
by STEAMSHIP from S 2 to S 3 for the price = 90.00 UAH’;
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mas_min[2].cel := 179.00;
mas_min[2].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 UAH
by TRAIN from S 2 to S 6 for the price = 45.00 UAH from S 6 to S 1 for the price = 30.00 UAH from S 1
to S 3 for the price = 60.00 UAH’;
mas_min[3].cel := 198.00;
mas_min[3].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 UAH
from S 2 to S 1 for the price = 66.00 UAH from S 1 to S 3 for the price = 88.00 UAH’.
for the supplier S 7 and for the customer S 5:
mas_min[1].cel := 184.00;
mas_min[1].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 by
STEAMSHIP from S 2 to S 1 for the price = 30.00 UAH from S 1 to S 5 for the price = 110.00 UAH’;
mas_min[2].cel := 194;
mas_min[2].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 BY
TRAIN from S 2 to S 6 for the price = 45.00 UAH from S 6 to S 5 for the price = 105.00 UAH’;
mas_min[3].cel := 264.00;
mas_min[3].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 7 to S 2 for the price = 44.00 UAH
from S 2 to S 6 for the price = 66.00 UAH from S 6 to S 5 for the price = 154.00 UAH’.
for the supplier S 4 and for the customer S 3:
mas_min[1].cel := 120.00;
mas_min[1].sttr := ‘by STEAMSHIP from S 4 to S 2 for the price = 30.00
UAH from S 2 to S 3 for the price = 90.00 UAH’;
mas_min[2].cel := 120.00;
mas_min[2].sttr := ‘by TRAIN from S 4 to S 6 for the price = 30.00 UAH
from S 6 to S 1 for the price = 30.00 UAH from S 1 to S 3 for the price = 60.00 UAH’;
mas_min[3].cel := 176.00;
mas_min[3].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 4 to S 6 for the price = 44.00 UAH
from S 6 to S 1 for the price = 44.00 UAH from S 1 to S 3 for the price = 88.00 UAH’.
for the supplier S 4 and for the customer S 5:
mas_min[1].cel := 170.00;
mas_min[1].sttr := ‘by STEAMSHIP from S 4 to S 2 for the price = 30.00
UAH from S 2 to S 1 for the price = 30.00 UAH from S 1 to S 5 for the price = 110.00 UAH’;
mas_min[2].cel := 135.00;
mas_min[2].sttr := ‘by TRAIN from S 4 to S 6 for the price = 30.00 UAH
from S 6 to S 5 for the price = 105.00 UAH’;
mas_min[3].cel := 198.00;
mas_min[3].sttr := ‘by VEHICLE from S 4 to S 5 for the price = 198.00
UAH’.
A matrix of the cheapest routes is formed for each pair of suppliers and consumers of cargo as a
result of this procedure applying. The method of optimization of transportation (its the differential
rent method in this case) is then applied to the resulting matrix, which together with the specified
volumes of deliveries and orders of cargo is nothing like the transportation table. We have got the
optimum plan of cargo transportation on the given TN finally.
The results of formulated in our example network transport problem (NTP) solving are:
- routes of transportation of cargo from each supplier to each consumer, specifying the types
of transport, volumes of transportation and the cost of transportation of the unit of cargo on
each route;
- the minimum cost of implementation of the transportation plan;
- the total time of implementation of the transportation plan;
- the time of completion of the transportation plan;
- the total volume of cargo carried.
For a example, the first route of cargo transportation partially (32.84%) passes through the
motor component of ITC2, namely a VEHICLE from the S7 to S2 for 20 km, and also the third route of
cargo transportation partially (77.78%) passes through the railway component of ITC2, namely by
TRAIN from S6 to S5 for 70 km. The overall percentage of the use of ITC routes in transportation of
cargo according to the optimal plan after the cost criterion is 58.10%.

5. Conclusions
The description of the model of complex transportation in the TS makes it possible to system
approach to the task of optimizing the transportation of goods by a combined scheme of use of
different types of transport (road, water and rail) from a practical point of view, taking into account
the whole spectrum of restrictions existing in such systems. The description of the structure and
content of the DB of different modes of transport represents in general the infrastructure of the
transport system of Ukraine and Western Europe, which converts the corresponding DB into a matrix
of transport correspondences by means of a special procedure. The matrix representation of the
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transport process, in turn allows to describe it in the form of an appropriate mathematical model and
to apply the methods and means of modern information technologies in its analysis. The procedure of
finding the optimal freight plans on TN allows one to choose the cheapest variant of cargo
transportation from all existing for two modes of optimization of cargo transportation, either on the
criterion of cost or on the criterion of time. The use of international transport corridor routes in the
process of finding the optimal freight plan helps to greatly improve the quality of the decisions made.
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